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Shaping the Frequency
Response of Electromechanical
Resonators Using a Signal
Interference Control Topology
The recent study of signal interference circuits, which find its origins in earlier work
related to active channelized filters, has introduced new methods for shaping the fre-
quency response of electrical systems. This paper seeks to extend this thread of research
by investigating the frequency response shaping of electromechanical resonators which
are embedded in feedforward, signal interference control architectures. In particular,
mathematical models are developed to explore the behavior of linear resonators that are
embedded in two prototypical signal interference control topologies, which can exhibit a
variety of qualitatively distinct frequency domain behaviors with component-level tuning.
Experimental approaches are then used to demonstrate the proposed designs’ utility.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4034948]

1 Introduction

Resonant micro- and nano-electromechanical systems (M/
NEMS) have been rigorously studied over the past few decades
due to their ability to respond within nanoseconds to changing
inputs and provide observable resonance behaviors up to micro-
wave frequencies. The inherently high-quality (Q) factors of these
devices also enable narrowband selectivity and improved signal-
to-noise strength as compared to their purely electrical analogues.
These benefits, amongst others, have driven the application of
M/NEMS resonators in mass and magnetic field sensing, signal
amplification and filtering, and timing, in addition to other perti-
nent applications [1].

As micro/nanoresonator technologies have matured, a signifi-
cant amount of effort has gone into shaping and tuning the fre-
quency response characteristics of these systems. For example,
researchers have explored the ability of input shaping and/or
closed-loop control to compensate for device-to-device fabrica-
tion variations, enhance power handling metrics, and improve
device sensitivity (see, for example, Refs. [2–5]). Likewise, others
have explored the utility of mechanically or electrically coupling
micro/nanoresonator arrays together as a means of achieving tai-
lored bandpass or bandstop frequency response characteristics,
which are amenable for use in signal processing and filtering (see,
for example, the detailed review included in Ref. [1]). Though
powerful, these distinct frequency response shaping and tuning
approaches represent just three of the many technical alternatives
available to the M/NEMS designer.

Within the radio-frequency circuits community, signal interfer-
ence techniques have been proposed for use in low-loss filtering
applications [6–10]. These techniques derive from the active
transversal or channelized filter concepts previously investigated
by Rauscher [11,12]. The basic operating principle common to
both active transversal filters and the more recent signal interfer-
ence filters is found in the output summation of two or more signal
paths originating from a single source. By individually altering
the amplitude and phase characteristics of each signal path, the
combined output response features constructive interference at
frequencies where the signals are collectively in-phase and
destructive interference where the signal phases are opposed. This
provides circuit designers with significant opportunity for fre-
quency response shaping and tuning.

Recently, the promise of the aforementioned shaping approach
was demonstrated in tunable filtering concepts based upon trans-
mission line switching and varactor diodes [13,14], reconfigurable
coupling [15], and varactor tuning [16]. Collectively, these studies
achieved transitions from narrowband bandpass filters to wide-
band ones (at gigahertz frequencies) through appropriate switch-
ing and tuning elements [14]. To this end, the adopted signal
interference architecture was demonstrated in a number of electri-
cal signal filtering contexts with a reasonable degree of success,
suggesting that this simple shaping concept could prove useful in
other related domains.

The goal of this work is to study the utility of two prototypical
signal interference control concepts in shaping the near-resonant
frequency response of a high-Q electromechanical device. The
proposed dynamic control systems are shown to yield a wide
range of qualitatively distinct resonance and resonance-canceling
behaviors, which can be achieved through component-level tun-
ing. Generalized mathematical models for these architectures are
developed, simulated, and subsequently validated using a high-
frequency electromechanical resonator embedded in analog
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circuitry. The authors hope that the presented technical approach
can augment the three methodologies commonly used for shaping
and tuning the frequency response of resonant micro/
nanosystems.

2 Modeling Approach

To better understand the ability of a signal interference control
topology to shape the near-resonant response of an electrome-
chanical resonator, two first-principles based models of prototypi-
cal control architectures are developed here. The first model
describes the behavior of a single resonant element with a separate
feedforward interference structure. This control setup mirrors that
described in prior signal interference systems which utilize sur-
face acoustic wave (SAW) resonators [10,17]. The second model
extends the first to include a second resonant element, which is
embedded inside of the feedforward interference structure. This
second topology demonstrates the myriad of qualitatively distinct
frequency response shapes that can be achieved through simple
combinations of tunable linear resonances.

2.1 Single Resonator Case. The proposed single resonator
control design consists of a source signal that is split into two sig-
nal paths, one that passes through a simple resonator and another
that passes through an ideal phase shifter / and amplifier G,
which are then added together at the output. A model of this
system is shown in Fig. 1.

This system is evaluated by supplying a sinusoidal input
U ¼ F sinðxtÞ in order to determine the steady-state output V. To
calculate the output in this configuration, the resonator response x
is assessed first, and then the phase-shifted signal y is added to it.
The resonator is modeled by

m€x þ c _x þ kx ¼ U ¼ F sinðxtÞ (1)

where m, c, and k are the effective mass, damping, and stiffness
parameters associated with the resonator, and x is the desired reso-
nator output. This equation is nondimensionalized using the fol-
lowing definitions:

x ¼ x0x̂ xt ¼ rs

r ¼ x
xn

xn ¼
ffiffiffiffi
k

m

r

2f ¼ cffiffiffiffiffiffi
mk
p •ð Þ0¼

d •ð Þ
ds

x0 ¼
F

k

(2)

where x0 is an arbitrary scaling parameter of x, f is the canonical
damping ratio, xn is the natural frequency, and r and s are nondi-
mensional frequency and time variables, respectively. This gives
the form

x̂00 þ 2fx̂ 0 þ x̂ ¼ sinðrsÞ (3)

The transient behavior of this system is ignored here, since
steady-state effects are the more useful results of signal interfer-
ence systems. Thus, the solution of Eq. (3) is given by

x̂p sð Þ ¼ Ĉ sin rsþ wð Þ

Ĉ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2 � 1ð Þ2 þ 2frð Þ2

q
w ¼ arctan

2fr

r2 � 1

� � (4)

With this result for the resonator response, the second signal
branch can now be evaluated. The phase-shifted branch y has a
response of the form

y ¼ GF sinðxtþ /Þ (5)

This can be put in a nondimensional form using a similar scheme
as above, with y0 ¼ x0 ¼ F=k for dimensional similarity, giving

ŷðsÞ ¼ Gk sinðrsþ /Þ (6)

Using the above results, the nondimensional output of the system
can be determined by simply adding the two signal branches

V̂ ¼ x̂pðsÞ þ ŷðsÞ
V̂ ¼ Ĉ sinðrsþ wÞ þ Gk sinðrsþ /Þ

(7)

which can be combined into a single sine term, giving the final
nondimensional form

V̂ ¼ D̂ sin rsþ hð Þ

D̂ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ĉ

2 þ Gkð Þ2 þ 2ĈGk cos w� /ð Þ
q

h ¼ arctan

sin wþ Gk

Ĉ
sin /

cos wþ Gk

Ĉ
cos /

0
BB@

1
CCA

(8)

The magnitude D̂ of the output in the given form above depends

on four parameters. First, the Ĉ term is a nondimensional gain
that exhibits a resonant behavior with respect to the normalized
frequency r, tending to 1=2f (the quality factor, Q) when r¼ 1
(see Eq. (4)). Second, the product Gk is the nondimensional con-
stant gain of the phase-shifted branch. Third, the angle w is the
phase of the resonator, which is 0 deg far below the resonant fre-
quency and �180 deg far above resonance. Defining the resonant

frequency as xr ¼ xn

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 2f2

p
, or rr ¼ xr=xn ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 2f2

p
,

means that w depends on f near resonance, according to Eq. (4),
and w is approximately �90 deg at resonance for a high-quality
factor (low f) device. Lastly, the design parameter / is a constant
and tunable phase that can change the argument of the cosine
term, altering the qualitative behavior of the system.

To better understand how / affects the frequency response of
the system, Eq. (8) can be further evaluated at the resonant fre-

quency rr ¼ xr=xn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 2f2

p
, which yields the resonance

relationship

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed control system with two
signal branches, one with a resonator and another with a pure
phase-shifter / and gain G. The input U is split equally between
the two branches, and the output V is the nonweighted sum of
the individual responses x and y.
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V̂ ¼ D̂ sin s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� 2f2

q
þ h

� �

D̂ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1

2f2
� �

1� f2
� �þ Gkð Þ2 þ Gk

f
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

p cos w� /ð Þ
s

h ¼ arctan
sin wþ 2f

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

p
Gk sin /

cos wþ 2f
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

p
Gk cos /

 !
(9)

Clearly, the output amplitude D̂ at resonance is fixed for a given
f except for the design variables / and G. Varying / adjusts the
resonant amplitude from a maximum at / ¼ �90 deg (/ is in-
phase with w) to a minimum at / ¼ 90 deg (/ is 180 deg out-of-
phase from w). In Eq. (9), this behavior is due to the cosine
function reaching a maximum when its argument is 0 deg and a
minimum when the argument is 6180 deg. If the gain is matched
between the two signal branches by the definition

Gk ¼ 1=ð2f
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� f2

p
Þ, the minimum resonant amplitude is zero.

Figure 2 shows the described behavior of the resonant ampli-
tude for this assigned definition of Gk and values of / from
�180 deg to 180 deg. This phenomenon is the operating principle
of signal-interference-type circuits in which two signals create
transmission zeros where their phases are exactly 180 deg
opposed, and they create doubled amplitudes where their phases
are the same, also described as destructive and constructive inter-
ference, respectively.

With this understanding of resonance behavior, the frequency
of the input is swept near resonance (in Eq. (8)) for a few charac-
teristic values of /. The pattern of the response curves is shown in
Fig. 3, assuming a nominally high value of 10,000 for Q to deter-
mine the phase and frequency scales. The amplitude response also

depends on Q, where the height of the resonant peak is determined
by the inherent damping of the resonator. As in Fig. 2, the ampli-
tude plot here is scaled by Q to show the amplitude doubles for
/ ¼ �90 deg with respect to any arbitrarily high Q value.

The qualitative potential of the proposed system is visible in
the response of Fig. 3, namely, the amplification or cancellation of
a specific input frequency that results from appropriate tuning of
the phase-shift design parameter /. A variety of literature already
exists describing the amplification and cancellation behaviors of
electrical filtering as observed here; however, the continuously
tunable control system detailed above shows useful characteristics
from which a variety of suitable physical analogues may be
derived.

2.2 Two Resonator Case. Using the same method as above,
the control topology of Fig. 1 may be extended to include a reso-
nator in the phase-shifting branch as well. This setup is shown in
Fig. 4, where y now represents the response of the second

Fig. 2 Theoretical phase h and Q-scaled amplitude D̂ of the

nondimensional output V̂ , evaluated at resonance

(rr 5 xr=xn 5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
122f2

q
), plotted with respect to the tunable

design parameter /. At / 5 290 deg, the resonant amplitude is
doubled, and at / 5 90 deg the amplitude is canceled.

Fig. 3 Various theoretical frequency responses of the nondi-
mensional system output V̂ at frequencies r in a small range
near r 5 1 for characteristic values of / at 45 deg intervals.
Clearly, / 5 290 deg and / 5 90 deg lead to constructive and
destructive interference, respectively. Other values of / map
the transitions between the two extremes. Resonance occurs in
a narrow range of frequencies near r 5 1 due to the high-Q
assumption, with Q nominally set to 10,000 here.

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the proposed two resonator control
system where each signal branch contains a resonator, and the
second branch also includes a pure phase-shifter / and gain G.
The input U is split equally between the two branches, y is the
response of the second resonator, and the output V is the non-
weighted sum of the individual branch responses x and z.
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resonator and z is the output of the second branch after phase
shifting (/) and amplifying (G).

Since the first signal branch here is unchanged from the single
resonator case, the equation of motion and its nondimensionalized
form are the same as those presented in Eqs. (1) and (3) with the
addition of subscripts on the damping ratio (f1), natural frequency
(xn1), and other resonator parameters to denote the first resonator.
Thus, the particular solution of the first resonator equation of
motion is again

x̂p sð Þ ¼ Ĉ1 sin rsþ w1ð Þ

Ĉ1 ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r2 � 1ð Þ2 þ 2f1rð Þ2
q

w1 ¼ arctan
2f1r

r2 � 1

� � (10)

To evaluate the other signal branch, the second resonator is mod-
eled independently by

m2€y þ c2 _y þ k2y ¼ U ¼ F sinðxtÞ (11)

This form was nondimensionalized using the same approach as
Eq. (2), which introduces xn1 and f1 into the equation of motion
for the second resonator in order to maintain dimensional similar-
ity. This is simplified with the additional definitions

2f2 ¼
c2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2k2

p xn2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2

m2

r

y0 ¼
F

k2

a ¼ xn2

xn1

(12)

where a is a detuning parameter for the natural frequencies of the
two resonators. The nondimensional frequency parameter r is still
defined here as r ¼ x=xn1. The second resonator equation of
motion is now

ŷ 00 þ 2f2aŷ 0 þ a2ŷ ¼ a2 sinðrsÞ (13)

The particular solution of this equation is given by

ŷp sð Þ ¼ Ĉ2 sin rsþ w2ð Þ

Ĉ2 ¼
a2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

r2 � a2ð Þ2 þ 2f2arð Þ2
q

w2 ¼ arctan
2f2ar

r2 � a2

� � (14)

Next, the ideal phase shift and gain blocks are applied to the ŷp
response, which yields

ẑðsÞ ¼ GĈ2 sinðrsþ w2 þ /Þ (15)

The ẑ response is then summed with x̂p and simplified using
trigonometric identities to obtain the final form of the output

V̂ ¼ D̂ sin rsþ hð Þ

D̂ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ĉ

2

1 þ G2Ĉ
2

2 þ 2GĈ1Ĉ2 cos w1 � w2 � /ð Þ
q

h ¼ arctan
Ĉ1 sin w1ð Þ þ GĈ2 sin w2 þ /ð Þ
Ĉ1 cos w1ð Þ þ GĈ2 cos w2 þ /ð Þ

 ! (16)

In the single resonator system, there were two design variables
to tune the output interference response, / and G, for a given
high-Q resonator. Now in the two resonator system there are three
design variables to tune /, G, and a, assuming that the two resona-
tors have the same high Q value. The frequency response space
can be mapped by adjusting these three parameters independently.
Figure 5 shows various amplitude response shapes that can be
obtained by setting G¼ 1 and adjusting / and a for a pair of reso-
nators with Q¼ 10, 000.

The results of Fig. 5 show (a) amplitude doubling at resonance
where the resonators are in-phase (/ ¼ 0 deg) and have the same
natural frequency (a¼ 1), (b) complete amplitude cancellation
(/ ¼ 180 deg and a¼ 1), (c) a flat bandpass-type response, (d)
combinations of resonance and cancellation, etc. Results (a) and
(b) are intuitively referred to as constructive and destructive inter-
ferences, respectively, making results such as (c) and (d) the more
unusual and interesting ones to replicate experimentally. Accord-
ing to Yagubizade et al. [18], a bandpass-type response obtained
from the output of two parallel resonators is optimally flat when
the resonators’ natural frequencies are offset by one bandwidth, as
in (c).

As with the single resonator case, the qualitative potential of
this proposed topology is in shaping the frequency behavior of a
system by simply combining two independent linear near-
resonant responses. The theoretical results of this study may now
be employed in a physical proof-of-concept.

3 Prototype Designs

As alluded to the Introduction, signal interference circuits have
been demonstrated in wireless frequency ranges from several hun-
dred megahertz to a few gigahertz using passive setups [8,17].
However, many electromechanical devices, such as micro-
electromechanical systems (MEMS) and nano-electromechanical
systems (NEMS) resonators, can operate at much lower frequen-
cies (for example, around 42.7 kHz in a prototypical MEMS [19]
and 25 MHz in a prototypical NEMS [20,21]). At lower frequency
ranges, the required electrical lengths of the passive transmission
line elements in signal interference devices become too significant
for practical use with small systems. Active circuits were derived
here instead of passive ones due to this limitation and to prove the
modeled results can be scaled to lower frequency ranges than
prior work (i.e., 50 MHz).

In an electromechanical system, it may at first seem advanta-
geous to observe the input and resonator output in order to process
the phase-shifting, gain, and summation steps in a digital imple-
mentation. However, sampling at ten times the input frequency
means a sample-and-hold operation results in a phase lag of
36 deg between samples, and sampling at 100 times the input fre-
quency still yields 3:6 deg of lag. For less than 1 deg of phase
error, the sampling rate of a digital implementation must be at
least 360 times the input frequency, which becomes impractical at
a nominal resonator frequency of 50 MHz. A digital implementa-
tion also involves discrete-time operations, which reduce the
applicability to continuous-time systems. For these reasons, ana-
log signal processing chains were selected.

Piezoelectric crystal resonators were used in these proof-of-
concept systems. Piezoelectric devices are readily available, well
understood, and cost-effective. They are also commonly used in
oscillators and timing circuits due to their high-quality factors and
frequency stability. In a series application, these crystal devices
have a detectable current output proportional to the motional
behavior of the crystal.

It is more convenient to control laboratory function generators,
power supplies, and oscilloscopes with respect to voltage, so the
current output of a piezoelectric device must be appropriately con-
verted. A transimpedance amplifier setup can be used to transform
the piezoelectric current output to a voltage, as described by Bajaj
et al. [3], for example. There are two important stipulations
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regarding the phase of the transimpedance amplifier output. First,
to obtain the resonator voltage, Vcrystal, an integrator may be used
on the transformed current output of the crystal, Icrystal (as
described by Bajaj et al. [3], which also requires a high-pass filter
to eliminate direct current (DC) offset), or more simply it can be
noted that for sinusoidal signals the current will lead the voltage
by 90 deg. Second, at steady-state for a harmonic input signal, the
transimpedance amplifier itself will additionally contribute a
180 deg phase lag to the signal, since the output voltage of the
transimpedance amplifier, VTI, is proportional to the input current
Icrystal with opposite sign. Table 1 summarizes the phase-
offsetting that occurs as the input signal propagates through the
resonator and transimpedance amplifier below resonance, near
resonance, and above resonance. The resulting phase offset of VTI

will simply require that the design variable / be additionally off-
set by �90 deg to match the theoretical results above. This phase
offset is only a concern for the single resonator circuit, since the
two resonator design has equivalent offsets on both channels such
that the relative phase difference between signal branches is sim-
ply /.

In the prototype circuits presented here, the input signal voltage
is split equally between the two signal branches, which are iso-
lated from each other by a pair of buffer operational amplifiers.
Similarly, the outputs of each branch are isolated and summed
back together with buffers and a summing amplifier. The individ-
ual branch voltages are measured independently with another set
of buffered outputs. It is important to isolate the signal branches
and measurements using buffers because the resonators must

remain uncoupled from the other signal paths to match the corre-
sponding system block diagram.

The ideal phase-shifter / is realized with an active all-pass fil-
ter, where a high-pass RC filter is placed on the noninverting pin
of an operational amplifier, and equal input and gain-setting resis-
tors are placed on the inverting pin, as seen in Ref. [22]. The all-
pass design can be used to phase shift the signal from 0 deg to
180 deg by changing the RC filter values according to D/ ¼
2arctanð1=xRCÞ without affecting the amplitude response (hence
the name “all-pass”). This allows / to be easily tuned in circuitry
by changing the RC values. An inverting operational amplifier
with a gain of �1 can also be inserted into the circuit before the
all-pass phase-shifter to contribute an additional 180 deg of phase
lag to map the entire range of / from �180 deg to 180 deg. The
gain parameter G is realized with a noninverting operational

Fig. 5 Various theoretical frequency responses of the two resonator system output amplitude D̂ scaled by the resonators’ Q
factor of 10,000. Here, G is chosen to be unity, while / is iterated from 0 deg to 180 deg and the frequency detuning parameter
a is adjusted slightly above and below unity. The horizontal axis is the normalized frequency r in a narrow range near r 5 1.
These results show (a) amplitude doubling, (b) complete amplitude cancellation, (c) bandpass-type responses, and (d) combi-
nations of resonance and cancellation.

Table 1 Phase offsets of the piezoelectric crystal resonator
and transimpedance amplifier

Vcrystal (deg) Icrystal (deg) VTI (deg)

Below resonance 0 90 �90
Near resonance �90 0 �180
Above resonance �180 �90 �270

Fig. 6 An example of the types of printed circuit board (PCB)
proof-of-concept circuits built in this work. This depiction is the
two resonator electromechanical circuit, according to the
experimental schematic of Fig. 10.
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amplifier with a nominal gain of 1. Again, the G parameter is eas-
ily tuned by changing the feedback resistance of the amplifier.

The circuits were simulated first using SPICE-based software
with realistic circuit element models to ensure the validity of these
analog designs. For brevity, the simulated circuits and SPICE results
are not included here, but the signal interference responses
matched the models sufficiently in order to move forward with
experimental implementations.

4 Implementations

To implement the prototype designs described above, an appro-
priate operational amplifier was chosen for all active components.
The LMH6609 from Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, is an ultrawide-
band voltage feedback operational amplifier that is unity gain stable
and has a small-signal �3 dB bandwidth well above the desired
50 MHz operating range. The LMH6609 is also well designed for
high-speed buffering and transimpedance applications, making it
appropriate for the active devices in these circuits. The next step in
designing the circuits was to choose an appropriate piezoelectric
crystal with a resonant response of the form of Eq. (1). The
CX3225GB bulk-mode 50 MHz surface-mount quartz crystal from
Kyocera, Fountain Inn, SC, was used for this application, most of
which had a resonant frequency near 49.992 MHz when tested.

The physical circuits were built according to the architectures
presented above using KICAD open source PCB design software.2

Special care was given to reducing the trace lengths between com-
ponents in the signal paths. Standard size 0603 or 0805 commer-
cially available passive components were used for compactness
and better signal propagation characteristics as compared to
through-hole components. Decoupling capacitors were included
for each operational amplifier according to the LMH6609 specifi-
cations, and BNC junctions were added for interfacing with the
laboratory signal source, power supplies, and measurement equip-
ment. A ground plane on the PCB and coaxial BNC cables were
utilized for noise-reduction and signal integrity purposes. An
example of these PCB circuits is shown in Fig. 6 for the two reso-
nator system.

The DC power supplies employed here were two Agilent
E3645A that provide þ5 V, �5 V, and ground to the circuits. The
sinusoidal input was provided at 200 mV peak-to-peak amplitude
from an 80 MHz Agilent 33250 A function generator. The outputs
of the circuits were measured on a 1 GHz, four-channel Agilent

DSO8104A oscilloscope. Each experimental setup was controlled
by a LABVIEW program using general purpose interface bus connec-
tions and drivers (obtained from National Instruments, Austin,
TX, and Agilent, Santa Rosa, CA). In addition, each device was
characterized by sweeping the input frequency within a tight
range of frequencies around resonance, with the source and oscil-
loscope both set to 50 X impedance.

4.1 Single Resonator Case. The experimental schematic for
the single resonator circuit is depicted in Fig. 7. The outputs of
this circuit were measured without averaging, and LABVIEW

recorded amplitude and phase information for each channel at
50 Hz increments between 49.965 MHz and 50.015 MHz. The all-
pass phase-shifter included a constant 22 pF capacitor and incorpo-
rated a 1 kX variable resistor as the tuning element. By adjusting
the resistor position, roughly similar characteristic values of / as
above were evaluated. In the results that follow, the reported /
values were the relative phases between branches, which allowed
the �90 deg transimpedance phase offset to be ignored. To ensure
exact amplitude matching (G¼ 1) between the two signal branches
at resonance, a second 1 kX variable resistor was included on the
gain amplifier to adjust the phase-shifted branch amplitude.

Frequency sweeps were performed for four all-pass resistor set-
tings and are shown in Fig. 8. The data from these experimental
sweeps were processed in order to estimate the phase /, Q-factor,
natural frequency fn, and gain G. These characteristic values were
then substituted into the mathematical model to produce the
model curves in Fig. 8. The purpose of this process was to demon-
strate the applicability of the model as a set of design equations
rather than simply curve-fitting the model to the data (as in a least
squares regression, for example). Table 2 details the experimen-
tally measured parameters that these model curves were based on.

The qualitative nature of the experimental output response
matched expectation from the mathematical model for each value of
/. However, there was minor quantitative disagreement between the
model and experiment. This likely arose from the discrete nature of
the experimental results (50 Hz increments) or the small amount of
noise that was also seen in the experimental system (on the order of
a few mV), which was likely caused by the function generator and
DC supplies. This noise could be easily smoothed out using the
oscilloscope’s averaging functions or by adding a low-pass filter
with sufficiently high cutoff on the circuit output.

To be certain that the experimental device was well modeled by
theory, it was important to determine if the device was operating
in a linear amplitude and phase range. This was confirmed by

Fig. 7 A schematic of the single resonator experimental test circuit, where the input was provided by an Agilent 33250A func-
tion generator and the outputs were measured using an Agilent DSO8104A oscilloscope. Power at 15 V, 25 V, and ground was
provided by two Agilent E3645A DC supplies. All operational amplifiers were LMH6609 by Texas Instruments, and the quartz
crystal resonator was a Kyocera CX3225GB at 50 MHz. The inverting amplifier was switched into the circuit to provide an extra
180 deg phase shift. The power supply pins and decoupling capacitors are not shown.

2http://kicad-pcb.org/
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exciting the device with higher and lower input amplitudes and
observing the similarity of the gain and phase of the outputs at
each amplitude. Figure 9 shows the gain of the circuit (output
amplitude with respect to input amplitude) as well as its phase for
the constructive interference case (/ ¼ �90 deg). Clearly, all
three distinct input amplitudes tracked the same output response,
indicating the device was operating in a linear range. Therefore,
the experimental proof-of-concept circuit devised here was an
appropriate physical representation of the proposed theoretical
system.

4.2 Two Resonator Case. The experimental setup for the
two resonator system was the same as the single resonator, with
the exception that the input was swept in 100 Hz increments from
49.9775 MHz to 50.0005 MHz. Also, a four-point averaging setup
was implemented in the oscilloscope data recording scheme to
reduce measurement noise. The experimental schematic is shown
in Fig. 10, where a second resonator and transimpedance amplifier
were added to the second signal branch.

As in the single resonator trials, the variable gain-setting resis-
tor was set to match the amplitude between the two channels
(G¼ 1). Again, the variable phase-setting resistor was roughly set
to yield similar characteristic / values, and the experimental
results were evaluated to determine appropriate model design
parameters for comparison.

4.2.1 Nominal Frequency Detuning of a � 1. For the first
trial, shown in Fig. 11, the two resonators were tested without
alteration such that a was approximately 1. The measured

parameters that were used to generate the model curves are pre-
sented in Table 3.

The experimental and modeled results shown here were again
qualitatively similar, though there was still a minor amount of dis-
agreement due to the discrete data parameter estimation described
above (which was more significant here due to decreased fre-
quency resolution from 50 Hz to 100 Hz increments). Note that
the four-point oscilloscope averaging eliminated most of the noise
observed in the single resonator trials.

4.2.2 Nominal Frequency Detuning of a � 0:9999. Next, the
two resonator system was evaluated with G¼ 1 and a � 0:9999.
Since commercial quartz crystals were not available at such a
small frequency offset as those required in this experiment, and
because the manufacturing tolerances of these crystals were
tighter than the desired frequency detuning, the resonators used in
this experiment were modified to give the desired offset. From a
mechanical standpoint, the natural frequency of the crystals
depends primarily on the effective stiffness k and mass m (see Eq.
(2)). Since the stiffness of these piezoelectric resonators is diffi-
cult to modify after production, the effective mass was changed.
This was accomplished with a custom-mounted thermal inkjet
picojet printing system provided by Hewlett-Packard, San Diego,
CA, which applied small amounts of inert polystyrene to the sur-
face of the crystal. Figure 12(a) shows the quartz resonator with
the cover removed, and Fig. 12(b) shows the resonator with mass
added. This process is not detailed here, as it is the operating prin-
ciple employed in the selective functionalization of many mass
sensing systems [3].

Figure 13 shows the trials for a � 0:9999, which were per-
formed by lowering the second resonator’s natural frequency
through inkjet-based mass deposition. The measured parameters
for generating the model curves are detailed in Table 4.

Fig. 8 Frequency responses of the experimental and modeled
single resonator signal interference output. By adjusting the
all-pass variable resistor, several values of / were obtained to
tune the circuit behavior. The model curves were generated by
approximating system parameters from the experimental
results, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2 Experimentally measured parameters for generating
the single resonator model curves in Fig. 8

/ (deg) Q fn (MHz) G

�93 8063 49.99190 1.01023
�8 8129 49.99170 1.00762
111 8195 49.99175 1.00551
190 8263 49.99180 1.01082

Fig. 9 Three frequency responses of the signal interference
test circuit at the constructive interference value of
/ 5 290 deg. The input amplitude was adjusted above and
below the nominal 200 mV input in order to test the linearity of
this circuit. The gain and phase plots tracked the same
response for all three values of input magnitude, so the circuit
was operating in a linear response range.
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These results show the development of the aforementioned
bandpass-type responses for sufficiently large / values. Here, the
experimental and model results also match reasonably well, with
slightly more deviation than the a � 1 case.

4.2.3 Nominal Frequency Detuning of a � 1:0001. Finally,
this system was evaluated with G¼ 1 and a � 1:0001, as shown
in Fig. 14. These trials were performed by lowering the first reso-
nator’s natural frequency relative to the second resonator through
inkjet deposition. The measured parameters for generating the
model curves are detailed in Table 5.

These results show the development of the aforementioned
combinations of resonance and resonance-cancellation behaviors.

Fig. 10 A schematic of the two resonator experimental test circuit. The input was provided by an Agilent 33250 A function
generator, and the outputs were measured using an Agilent DSO8104A oscilloscope. Power at 15 V, 25 V, and ground was pro-
vided by two Agilent E3645A DC supplies. All operational amplifiers were LMH6609 by Texas Instruments, and the quartz crys-
tal resonators were Kyocera CX3225GB at 50 MHz. The inverting amplifier was switched into the circuit to provide an extra
180 deg phase shift. The power supply pins and decoupling capacitors are not shown.

Fig. 11 Frequency responses of the experimental and mod-
eled two resonator signal interference output with a � 1. By
adjusting the all-pass variable resistor, several values of / were
obtained to tune the circuit behavior. The model curves were
generated by approximating system parameters from the exper-
imental results, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3 Experimentally measured parameters for generating
the a � 1 two resonator model curves in Fig. 11

/ (deg) Q1 Q2 fn1 (MHz) fn2 (MHz) G a

170 7691 8332 49.99185 49.99170 1.00823 0.999997
127 7691 8195 49.99190 49.99170 1.00000 0.999996
93 7691 8332 49.99190 49.99170 1.00823 0.999996
50 7811 8332 49.99195 49.99175 1.00000 0.999996
1 7691 8473 49.99195 49.99175 1.01240 0.999996

Fig. 12 Images of the Kyocera CX3225GB 50 MHz bulk-mode
quartz resonator (a) with the cover removed and (b) after depos-
iting drops of polystyrene (spots on the electrode)

Fig. 13 Frequency responses of the experimental and mod-
eled two resonator signal interference output with a � 0:9999.
By adjusting the all-pass variable resistor, several values of /
were obtained to tune the circuit behavior. The model curves
were generated by approximating system parameters from the
experimental results, as shown in Table 4.
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Here, the experimental and model results match quite well, with
the small discrepancies likely being attributable to the technical
issues highlighted previously.

5 Conclusions

Two signal interference control topologies were modeled to
highlight their ability to shape and tune the near-resonance fre-
quency response behaviors of electromechanical resonators. These
systems demonstrate the ability to amplify or cancel input signals
in a frequency-selective manner through the use of phase-shifted
signal combinations at the system output. Generalized first-
principles dynamic models were developed, and prototype experi-
mental circuits were built to demonstrate the utility of the pro-
posed approach. The circuit architectures were implemented using
PCB technology and commonly available discrete components.
The experimental circuits matched the model design predictions
well, thus indicating that the theoretical models derived here
adequately describe the dynamics of the real control system. In
general, the methodology detailed herein can be expanded to a
wider range of feedforward or signal-interference-based frequency

response shaping and tuning techniques. Future work will investi-
gate the unique responses of parallel arrays of these architectures
as a step toward understanding on-chip system integration for
micro- and nano-systems.
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Table 4 Experimentally measured parameters for generating
the a � 0:9999 two resonator model curves in Fig. 13
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Fig. 14 Frequency responses of the experimental and mod-
eled two resonator signal interference output with a � 1:0001.
By adjusting the all-pass variable resistor, several values of /
were obtained to tune the circuit behavior. The model curves
were generated by approximating system parameters from the
experimental results, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5 Experimentally measured parameters for generating
the a � 1:0001 two resonator model curves in Fig. 14

/ (deg) Q1 Q2 fn1 (MHz) fn2 (MHz) G a
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10 5318 5434 49.9862 49.99170 0.98182 1.000110
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